were many others. The visitors would come at preacher's vacation-time
and camp meetings, reunions, picnics and birthday celebrations would
greet them.
Uncle Thomas with his gentle, rather downcast mien was always for
picnics. 'Come now, girls,' he would say to his sisters, 'let us go for a
picnic. Do not bother at all, a little graham bread, a little cheese, a drink
of milk—let us all be together.'
Preparations would begin. All the children, they had begun to swarm
by now, would be called in to help. Soon the 'graham bread, bit of cheese,
a drink of milk', would swell into roast pig, roast turkey. Maybe fresh
corn-on-the-ear to be roasted. Roast chicken, delectably stuffed. Chicken,
fried. Boiled ham, hard-boiled eggs. Sugared doughnuts. Turnovers.
Cinnamon-covered Dutch rolls. Corn bread. White biscuits, brown bread
and butter. Ripe tomatoes. And maybe fresh cucumbers, whole, to be
peeled, eaten in the hand, like a banana with salt. All kinds of sandwiches
and pickles. Fat and sugary green-apple pies and pumpkin pie. Green
cheese and cream cheese. Sorghum and honey. Of course, home-made
preserves that ran the gamut from strawberry to watermelon rind. Inter-
esting inventions in the way of pickles. All kinds of dark and light cookies,
slabs of ginger-bread. Each household's favourite frosted or layer or plain
cake. Plums or berries might be thereabouts for the picking. Coffee would
be made on the fire. Milk, buttermilk and clabbered milk to drink would
be set in the spring water. All in abundance until there was hardly any-
thing left out that could or ever had gone into a Jones at one time or
another and pleased or profited him.
Pharaoh, no doubt, fared worse.
All this would go into baskets and each family go with its basket and its
children into the family wagon. The first wagon ready would draw up and
wait for the others. Dressed for the occasion they would, soon after waiting
for all to get together, go off in a procession large enough to have been the
funeral of some prophet—even Moses himself.
But it was just a Lloyd-Jones picnic.
Bright-coloured cloths would be spread on green grass in some cool
selected spot, probably in the shade of beautiful trees. If possible always
near a spring or stream. All the preparations would be gorgeously spread
out. Swings would be hung from the trees for the children. After the feast
the children would sing and speak 'pieces'. Father would play the violin
and sing, leading the uncles and aunts in favourite hymns. Some of the
older ones knew songs in Welsh. They used to sing them in Wales. There
would be Estedduod then and there. His son, the 'modern' note, would
give c Darius Green and his Flying Machine9 or the * Wonderful One Hoss
Shay'. All—grownups and children too—would have something or other
to speak or sing. But the hymn-singing—in unison, of course—was the
most satisfying feature of the day, unless it was Uncle JenMn's preaching.
All would join in, tears—under the circumstances—reaching their best.
At a distance you would hear the harmonicas and Jew's-harps of the
hired men, walking about by the banks of the stream with the hired girls.
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